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Sun Dogs Creations, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. This unlined journal reproduces the evocative cover photo on the books
called Ruins of Rome I and II. The generously sized interior pages are decorated with vintage
sketches that alternate in the upper and lower corners. Each two-page spread offers a beautiful
place to record your thoughts and draw your own art. About Ruins of Rome I II: At over 2,500 years
old, Rome is more than the capital of Italy. It is the center of artistic creativity and a cultural
complex that arguably outstrips any other location on earth. Ancient monuments like the
Colosseum continue to capture our attention while institutions like the Vatican Museums spur
intellectual interest. The heartbeat of Rome is found in every traveler s soul. The rushing crowds on
the main avenues can be left behind by ducking down a side street. After a block or two, enter one
of the small neighborhood streets where children play ball and the splash of fountains echoes
against the buildings. From Aventine Hill to St. Peter s Basilica, from the banks of the Tiber to the
Aniene, Rome is a...
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ReviewsReviews

This sort of ebook is every thing and made me hunting forward and a lot more. I have read through and i also am confident that i am going to going to go
through once again once more in the foreseeable future. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- Pr of . K ip Spinka  IV-- Pr of . K ip Spinka  IV

Good electronic book and useful one. It usually does not expense a lot of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Annette B oyle-- Annette B oyle
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